Wednesday Seminar on the Literature of Chemistry
2019-2020

4:30 PM, Remsen 233

October 2    Yuchen Wang (Yarkony Lab)
October 16   Marta Silwa (Kempa Lab)
October 23   John Ferguson (Klausen Lab)
October 30   Lucas Pressley (McQueen Lab)
November 6   Sayak Panda (Tovar Lab)
November 13  Tingyu Wen (Greenberg Lab)
December 4   Danielle Bautista (Rokita Lab)

Winter Break

January 8    Yuyang Ji (Klausen Lab)
January 15   Jessica Zarenkiewicz (Toscano Lab)
January 22   Saurov Hazarika, (Hernandez Lab)
January 29   Rachel Harris (Bowen Lab)
February 5   Alexandra Gittens (Greenberg Lab)
February 12  Sahil Aggarwal (Toscano Lab)
February 19  Huijin Lee (Greenberg Lab)
February 26  Muhammad Kazim (Lectka Lab)
March 4      Leslie Sigmon (Fairbrother Lab)
March 11     Alexa Wallace (Fairbrother Lab)

Spring Break

March 25     Chana Honick (Bragg Lab)
April 1      Vishal Yadav (Goldberg Lab)
April 8      Brandon Barrett (Bragg Lab)
April 22     Sea On Lee (Fried Lab)
April 29     Bingqian Liu (Thoi Lab)